
SHADOWCAT is the industry’s leading support 

yacht developer, offering unmatched experience 

and prestige. Conceived and designed by world-

renowned naval architect and marine engineering 

firm Incat Crowther, of Sydney, Australia, and yacht 

industry authority YCTS, Ltd., the award-winning 

line of bespoke SHADOWCAT vessels provides 

superyacht Owners with a stunning, yet practical, 

support yacht that maximises experiences at sea, 

without compromise. SHADOWCAT’s sophisticated 

hull designs provide generous capacity, yacht-level 

comfort, greater stability, higher fuel efficiency and 

some of the highest speeds of its class. No detail is 

overlooked, delivering support vessels of the highest 

calibre and performance.
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Introducing SHADOWCAT:  
Fully Bespoke, 
Endlessly Flexible

“The quality of workmanship is 

exceptionally good for this commercial 

standard of vessel. It blends commercial 

and yacht standard perfectly to perform 

yacht support tasks.” 

                                  —  Tom Corness,  
Principal Marine 
Surveyor, Patton Marine



Whether Owners opt for a catamaran or monohull 

platform, SHADOWCATs offer significantly more 

cargo capacity and space for accommodations, 

without the need to upgrade an existing superyacht 

or compromise on the design of a new superyacht. 

Our catamaran hulls offer 40 percent more cargo 

capacity than monohulls, and their inherent stability 

allows 70 percent more weight to be craned off 

the side. SHADOWCAT’s monohull platform offers 

yacht-level comfort and can offer a zero-emission 

electric mode, amongst other game-changing 

innovations. All SHADOWCATs are crafted to 

meet your specific needs and can offer space for 

any requirement, including fully certified helipads 

and hangars, submarines, toys and tenders, while 

prioritising the health, security and safety of  

all travellers.

67m Nebula, delivered in 2022, with 

exterior and interior design by Kirsten 

Schwalgien Design of Barcelona.  

(ARMON Shipyards)

Nebula

SHADOWCAT’s award-winning 66m Hodor, 

delivered in 2019, offers incredible deck and storage 

space for a helicopter, submarine, tenders and 

more, a stable platform and top speeds for its class. 

(ARMON Shipyards) 

Award Winning

SHADOWOLF 

An eco-friendly 69.2m monohull 

concept ideal for multi-day excursions, 

voyages into remote locations, and/or 

for chartering or research.

SHADOWLARK 

A 24m or 50m catamaran Launch-

and-Recovery Craft (LARC) designed 

to launch, recover and support Triton 

submarines.

Innovative concepts

Unique Advantages
• Fully bepoke designs

• Yacht-level comfort

• More deck space

• Faster

• Industry’s best fuel efficiency

• Safer

• Lower operational costs

Everything you want,
without compromise

TOYBOX 

A sub-500GT 48m catamaran 

concept that incorporates many of the 

award-winning features of the larger 

designs, but on a smaller hull platform.

68m Wayfinder, delivered in 2021, features 

an 18-crew capacity and provides ample 

cargo space for a helicopter, five tenders, 

jet skis and more. (ARMON Shipyards) 

Wayfinder




